




Who wants in?

CREATING THE CONDITIONS SO THAT 
FUTURE UKRAINES WILL NEVER 
HAPPEN AGAIN

• SECRECY PLUS: Eliminate loopholes and related 
societal harm in 20 years

• CRIME HUNCH: Eliminate all common crime in 
13 years, alongside a tech-driven gaslighting in 
7 years

• SVERIGE 2 EARTH: Deliver a new Natural
Justice that makes it impractical for future 
Putins to exert their power

• LEGAL ALL WAYS: Act legally from now on –
everyone, everywhere, without exception 

#NoFutureUkraines

https://www.secrecy.plus/
https://crimehunch.com/
http://legalallways.com/
https://www.sverige2.earth/


Who wants in? 
#NoFutureUkraines
Three slide-decks, four bootcamps, multiple 
outcomes … and no more crime



Who wants in? Bootcamps 1 & 2 …



Our Need: 
#NoFutureUkraines.

The need is self-evident: the state-sponsored and private-
sector tech-driven gaslighting of Ukraine, Europe, and even a 
wider world economy, leading to a constant socioeconomic 
dislocation, needs not only to be stopped now, but anticipated 
more proactively in the future.

This future needs to be a collective one, too: not only a future 
we can one day all look forward to, but a shared future-
present. 

No more jam tomorrow …  





What #Ukraine is 
Suffering: Hyper-

Creative Criminality.

There is a concept from the 19th century called “dark figure”. 
It invokes the idea that maybe 20-40 percent of all criminal 
activity is invisible to our current systems. It’s hard to prove, 
of course; by its very nature. 

But if in the 19th century it was considered thus, reconsider 
now – in a hugely technological time of constant and 
effervescent change – whether it could be any less …

• https://crimehunch.com/neocrime 

https://crimehunch.com/neocrime


What #Ukraine is 
Suffering: Hyper-

Creative Criminality.

Mil’s Theorem says the following: “If I, with my limited intellectual and 
financial resources, can imagine a creative new way of committing criminal 
acts, someone with more of both resources will already have considered 
and be acting on it. 

Ergo, we don’t, in digital times, need to evidence in traditional ways that 
new crimes exist. We only have to think them up for us to realise they assail 
us somehow.”

• https://crimehunch.com/terror 

https://crimehunch.com/terror


Our Problem: 
Technology, 

Individuals, and 
Teams.

The hyper-criminality already mentioned in 
this slide-deck arches over Western and 
related democratic cycles.



Our Problem: 
Technology, 

Individuals, and 
Teams.

An example: Putin’s Russia is able to freely and secretly strategise the long-term 
dislocation of our socioeconomic and sociomilitary infrastructures and dynamics, 
impacting dramatically on our levels of trust in each other, as well as our ability to 
duly focus on achieving an ongoing sense of real purpose.

Our technology is hyper-vigilant it’s true, but Putin’s terrible nonconformism 
remains impervious to us:

• https://thephilosopher.space | https://omiwan.com/the-foundations | on the 
digital #panopticon that total surveillance has become, and what it is doing to 
our capacity to think creatively

• https://www.secrecy.plus/fire | why humans are considered the strongest link 
in criminality but the weakest link in security (and much more)

https://thephilosopher.space/
https://omiwan.com/the-foundations
https://www.secrecy.plus/fire


Our Problem: 
Technology, 

Individuals, and 
Teams.

Meantime, our own capacity to fight back in as creatively 
nonconformist ways as those of our enemies is fatally influenced 
by the hyper-vigilance of our total-surveillance philosophies, which 
impact on our shared capacity to think as freely as we used to, 
much more than it now does on our enemies:

• https://www.secrecy.plus/why 

• https://www.secrecy.plus/spt-it 

https://www.secrecy.plus/why
https://www.secrecy.plus/spt-it


Our Problem: 
Technology, 

Individuals, and 
Teams.

This is the situation, then, as I now see it:

• our technology fails to hobble the creative criminals as we would prefer, even 
as it hinders our own capacity to think as ingeniously as we might – and they 
do 

• as individuals trapped more and more in self-serving machines, increasingly 
failing to reach the heights of nonconformist thinking enabled by the early 
days of computer technology – when it was nothing more than a PC with a 
hard drive that only we saw the contents of – we are also failing our citizens as 
professionals and ourselves as human beings

And by so doing, we not only continue to enable this Russian invasion of Ukraine, 
but will surely enable many more in the future:

• https://omiwan.com/the-foundations

https://omiwan.com/the-foundations


1. Technology: 
how ours and 
theirs behave.



2. Individuals: 
how we and 

they perform.



3. Teams: how 
ours and theirs 

work.



Three Solutions That 
We Need.

1. Changing our technology’s 
behaviours.

2. Enhancing and upskilling how we as 
individuals will perform as a result.

3. Expanding how our teams work 
together in the future-present.
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Three Solutions That 
We Need.

1. Changing our technology’s 
behaviours.

2. Enhancing and upskilling how we as 
individuals will perform as a result.

3. Expanding how our teams work 
together in the future-present.



Solution 1: Our New Technology.



Solution 2: Our New Individuality.



Solution 3: Our New Teams.



Next Steps: Bootcamp 
1 and Bootcamp 2.

I propose we split the initial stage of 
these proposals into two parts:

• Bootcamp 1

• Bootcamp 2



Next Steps: 
Bootcamp 1.

The purpose of Bootcamp 1 is to bring together the parties 

who already trust each other in the space that is Europe, 

including Ukraine, alongside its historical partner the USA.

These partners should consist of government representatives, 

their related security agencies and other individuals and 

organisations who can evidence historically their unreserved 

political and military commitment to the European project.

In particular, the following must also be encouraged to attend:

• technologists, thinkers, artists & creators 

• other nonconformists & original citizens …

All predisposed to contributing to the imagining of new ways 

of invigorating Western and related democracies in 

sociocultural and sociomilitary ways capable of delivering 

#NoFutureUkraines.



Next Steps: 
Bootcamp 2.

The purpose of Bootcamp 2 is to build on the 
increased and developing levels of trust 
obtained from Bootcamp 1 amongst multi-
agency and institutional partners and actors, 
all needed for the following processes to 
begin to deliver on their objectives:

• eliminate loopholes and related societal 
harm in 20 years

• eliminate tech-driven gaslighting in 7 
years

• eliminate all common crime in 13 years

#NoFutureUkraines 



Next Steps: 
Bootcamp 2.

Here, a series of 100-day rapid app 
development workstreams will be 
proposed, working hand-in-glove with 
near- and medium-term research of a 
PhD-level nature, as well as around new 
architectures that serve to upskill us all in 
a human-intuition empowering and 
enhancing way of thinking.

The purpose of the above is scoped and 
designed to eliminate all significant 
criminal activity, the loopholes that 
enable it, and the tools used to sustain it 
as described earlier in this slide-deck – all 
by 2043.



Q&A.



Who wants in?

PRESENTER: Mil Williams

positive@secrecy.plus

CREATING THE CONDITIONS SO THAT FUTURE 
UKRAINES WILL NEVER HAPPEN AGAIN

• SECRECY PLUS: Eliminate loopholes and related societal harm 
in 20 years

• CRIME HUNCH: Eliminate all common crime in 13 years, 
alongside a tech-driven gaslighting in 7 years

• SVERIGE 2 EARTH: Deliver a new Natural Justice that makes it 
impractical for future Putins to exert their power

• LEGAL ALL WAYS: Act legally from now on – everyone, 
everywhere, without exception 

#NoFutureUkraines

mailto:positive@secrecy.plus


Who wants in? Bootcamp 3: Go-to-market …



Business Strategy 
for the 

COMPLEXIFY.ME 
organisation’s first 
#complexproblems

project:

#NoFutureUkraines

NoFutureLoopholes  |  NoFutureCrime  |  NoFuturePutins  |  NoFutureUkraines

Background:

“The illegitimate invasion of Ukraine by Russia, under Putin and its 
various private-sector powers, is the ongoing tragedy of our time.

It is wrong that some Western powers demand Ukraine express more 
generously its gratitude to them for their supporting it in their fight.

How could any country not determine the natural justice of Ukraine’s 
position here? And how could any country forget that Putin’s Russia 
has conducted three wars in the past 15 years – tacit consent to 
which only stops when the Russian tanks reach the territories of Kyiv? 

http://complexify.me/


Business Strategy 
for the 

COMPLEXIFY.ME 
organisation’s first 
#complexproblems

project:

#NoFutureUkraines

NoFutureLoopholes  |  NoFutureCrime  |  NoFuturePutins  |  NoFutureUkraines

Background:

“It is the West, without exception, that should express our own 
unending gratitude – with deeds that increase in number, as well as 
words that firm up Ukrainian morale – for the nation’s continuing 
determination to follow Churchill’s example by resisting the brutal 
charms of Chamberlain’s appeasement.” 

The above words provide, therefore, the background and rationale for 
COMPLEXIFY.ME’s first #complexproblems project: 

#NoFutureUkraines

http://complexify.me/


Business Strategy 
for the 

COMPLEXIFY.ME 
organisation’s first 
#complexproblems

project:

#NoFutureUkraines

NoFutureLoopholes  |  NoFutureCrime  |  NoFuturePutins  |  NoFutureUkraines

The intended audience of this presentation:

This presentation is aimed at all those with an interest in 
solutioning this #complexproblem, as briefly laid out already.

In particular, I am looking to speak to investors with prior 
domain knowledge of crime, national & global security, 
loopholes and other kinds of legal societal harm, and 
concepts which go beyond a justice based on simply being 
tough on crime: we have to be even tougher on its causes.

http://complexify.me/


Business Strategy 
for the 

COMPLEXIFY.ME 
organisation’s first 
#complexproblems

project:

#NoFutureUkraines

NoFutureLoopholes  |  NoFutureCrime  |  NoFuturePutins  |  NoFutureUkraines

My motivations and interests in this matter:

As a thinker and tech philosopher, I am interested – in a first instance – in 
simply repurposing existing tech to enhance, expand, upskill and deepen our 
own capacity as human beings to be human beings.

I want to create brand-new #secrecypositive #totalsurveillance-compliant 
thinking-spaces that maximise our capacity for a highly protected and therefore 
efficient intuition, arational thinking, high-level domain expertise, and gut-
feeling.

I want to do this because since I posed the question that follows on the next 
slide, no one in security or law-enforcement has ever satisfactorily answered 
me. And it needs answering firmly. And it needs resolving soon.

http://complexify.me/


Business Strategy 
for the 

COMPLEXIFY.ME 
organisation’s first 
#complexproblems

project:

#NoFutureUkraines

NoFutureLoopholes  |  NoFutureCrime  |  NoFuturePutins  |  NoFutureUkraines

A question no one in the security industry chooses to answer:

http://complexify.me/


Business Strategy 
for the 

COMPLEXIFY.ME 
organisation’s first 
#complexproblems

project:

#NoFutureUkraines

NoFutureLoopholes  |  NoFutureCrime  |  NoFuturePutins  |  NoFutureUkraines

The structure of this presentation:

I would like this presentation to function in the following way. 

It’s divided into four sections:

• NoFutureLoopholes
• NoFutureCrime
• NoFuturePutins
• NoFutureUkraines

Each section leads naturally onto the next.

http://complexify.me/


Business Strategy 
for the 

COMPLEXIFY.ME 
organisation’s first 
#complexproblems

project:

#NoFutureUkraines

NoFutureLoopholes  |  NoFutureCrime  |  NoFuturePutins  |  NoFutureUkraines

The structure of this presentation:

In this way …

• NoFutureLoopholes … lead to …
• NoFutureCrime … leads to …
• NoFuturePutins … lead to … 
• NoFutureUkraines

http://complexify.me/


Business Strategy 
for the 

COMPLEXIFY.ME 
organisation’s first 
#complexproblems

project:

#NoFutureUkraines

NoFutureLoopholes  |  NoFutureCrime  |  NoFuturePutins  |  NoFutureUkraines

The structure of this presentation:

However, although it is intended to be explained left to right, it can equally 
usefully be read from right to left.

• NoFutureUkraines … can only be delivered by …
• NoFuturePutins … where the power of such people cannot be exerted 

because …
• NoFutureCrime … means they lose all their funding streams, whilst …
• NoFutureLoopholes … mean they cannot even deliver on a societal harm 

that slips through the gaps: we close all the gaps off with a tech-enabled, 
and brand-new concept: that of Natural Justice

http://complexify.me/


Business Strategy 
for the 

COMPLEXIFY.ME 
organisation’s first 
#complexproblems

project:

#NoFutureUkraines

NoFutureLoopholes  |  NoFutureCrime  |  NoFuturePutins  |  NoFutureUkraines

The structure of this presentation:

And so this is the narrative I want to turn into a profitable business 
model. And all the aforementioned is exactly why I want to do this.

The rest of this presentation consists of four slides which are focussed 
on provoking discussion amongst interested and knowledgeable 
parties and potential attendees – both from a domain point of view as 
well as a tech-implementation point of view – in order that together 
we identify where we must start with this #complexproblems-
solutioning process that is #NoFutureUkraines.

http://complexify.me/


Business Strategy 
for the 

COMPLEXIFY.ME 
organisation’s first 
#complexproblems

project:

#NoFutureUkraines

NoFutureLoopholes  |  NoFutureCrime  |  NoFuturePutins  |  NoFutureUkraines

The structure of this presentation:

But we’re not going to use the traditional #startup ecosystem of identifying what the 
potential customer is most prepared to pay for soonest. If this is what also emerges, 
that’s all well and good. But if Ukraine continues to burn, it’s not enough.

Rather, we shall identify what is most likely to deliver the proposed outcome – 
#NoFutureUkraines – in the most robust and permanent way. This is where we shall 
start: an online whitepaper or two, and an efficient exchange of views in each case, to 
assess best what next. Then we determine how best to fund each element. Not by 
simplifying – these are NOT complicated problems. By complexifying – they are simply 
interlinking in their essence, and multi-faceted in their nature.

And this, I propose, is how we have no alternative but to proceed – whether we like it 
or not.

http://complexify.me/


Business Strategy 
for the 

COMPLEXIFY.ME 
organisation’s first 
#complexproblems

project:

#NoFutureUkraines

NoFutureLoopholes  |  NoFutureCrime  |  NoFuturePutins  |  NoFutureUkraines

NoFutureLoopholes:

Suggested whitepapers …

• www.secrecy.plus/why 

• crimehunch.com/loopholes

• omiwan.com/the-humans

• omiwan.com/the-foundations

Other content for discussion … 
•  

http://www.secrecy.plus/why
https://crimehunch.com/loopholes
https://omiwan.com/the-humans
https://omiwan.com/the-foundations
http://complexify.me/


Business Strategy 
for the 

COMPLEXIFY.ME 
organisation’s first 
#complexproblems

project:

#NoFutureUkraines

NoFutureLoopholes  |  NoFutureCrime  |  NoFuturePutins  |  NoFutureUkraines

NoFutureCrime:

Suggested whitepapers …

• crimehunch.com/crime

• crimehunch.com/neocrime

• citizenhunch.com

• omiwan.com/the-humans

Other content for discussion … 
•  

https://crimehunch.com/crime
https://crimehunch.com/neocrime
https://citizenhunch.com/
https://omiwan.com/the-humans
http://complexify.me/


Business Strategy 
for the 

COMPLEXIFY.ME 
organisation’s first 
#complexproblems

project:

#NoFutureUkraines

NoFutureLoopholes  |  NoFutureCrime  |  NoFuturePutins  |  NoFutureUkraines

NoFuturePutins:

Suggested whitepapers …

• www.sverige2.earth/overview

• www.sverige2.earth/example

Other content for discussion … 
•  
 

http://www.sverige2.earth/overview
http://www.sverige2.earth/example
http://complexify.me/


Business Strategy 
for the 

COMPLEXIFY.ME 
organisation’s first 
#complexproblems

project:

#NoFutureUkraines

NoFutureLoopholes  |  NoFutureCrime  |  NoFuturePutins  |  NoFutureUkraines

NoFutureUkraines:

Suggested whitepapers …

• www.secrecy.plus/law | legalallways.com

• www.sverige2.earth/example 

Other content for discussion … 
•  

http://www.secrecy.plus/law
http://legalallways.com/
http://www.sverige2.earth/example
http://complexify.me/


Business Strategy 
for the 

COMPLEXIFY.ME 
organisation’s first 
#complexproblems

project:

#NoFutureUkraines

NoFutureLoopholes  |  NoFutureCrime  |  NoFuturePutins  |  NoFutureUkraines

Next steps:

If this presentation process delivers on its intentions, when we get to slide 16 – this 
one – we will know:

1. Why we want #NoFutureUkraines.
2. How we can deliver, over the long-term, this goal.
3. Where we need to start – without falling into the trap of simplifying the 

#complexproblems-solutioning process alluded to, so that the only problem it 
really solves is how we can invoice our customer quickest.

If by slide 16 we can deliver points 1-3, then one day not so far away we’ll achieve 
this goal I propose of #NoFutureUkraines.

http://complexify.me/


Appendix

#NoFutureUkraines

NoFutureLoopholes  |  NoFutureCrime  |  NoFuturePutins  |  NoFutureUkraines

Three online hubs of potential interest:

Future research and rapid app development proposals can be found at the 
following three links.

1. https://mils.page/phd | past and current PhD proposals I’ve been making 
over the years and currently.

2. https://mils.page/corporate | concrete proposals for near-term delivery of 
apps that could help construct #NoFutureUkraines.

3. https://mils.page/ai | a solid, structured, and well contrasted roadmap for 
the delivery of a citizen awareness app to be used on mobile phones in 
real-time and in public places/private places of public use (especially 
transport spaces as rail infrastructures and similar).

https://mils.page/phd
https://mils.page/corporate
https://mils.page/ai
http://complexify.me/


Who wants in?

PRESENTER: Mil Williams

positive@secrecy.plus

CREATING THE CONDITIONS SO THAT FUTURE 
UKRAINES WILL NEVER HAPPEN AGAIN

• SECRECY PLUS: Eliminate loopholes and related societal harm 
in 20 years

• CRIME HUNCH: Eliminate all common crime in 13 years, 
alongside a tech-driven gaslighting in 7 years

• SVERIGE 2 EARTH: Deliver a new Natural Justice that makes it 
impractical for future Putins to exert their power

• LEGAL ALL WAYS: Act legally from now on – everyone, 
everywhere, without exception 

#NoFutureUkraines

mailto:positive@secrecy.plus


Who wants in? Bootcamp 4: “Building the 
FEARless CITIZEN” …



The Problem

“How to ensure the 74% of citizens who believe 
themselves to be good stay fearless in the face of 
humanity’s ongoing battles against 
authoritarianism.”

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/oct/14/selfish-
proof-ego-humans-inherently-good

KEEPING IT SIMPLE:

Building the
FEARless

CITIZEN

#NoFutureUkraines

http://complexify.me/
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/oct/14/selfish-proof-ego-humans-inherently-good
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/oct/14/selfish-proof-ego-humans-inherently-good


Background to the Problem

From 2015: “A study by the Common Cause Foundation, due to be published 
next month, reveals two transformative findings. The first is that a large 
majority of the 1,000 people they surveyed – 74% – identifies more strongly 
with unselfish values than with selfish values. This means that they are more 
interested in helpfulness, honesty, forgiveness and justice than in money, 
fame, status and power. The second is that a similar majority – 78% – 
believes others to be more selfish than they really are. In other words, we 
have made a terrible mistake about other people’s minds.”

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/oct/14/selfish-proof-
ego-humans-inherently-good

KEEPING IT SIMPLE:

Building the
FEARless

CITIZEN

#NoFutureUkraines

http://complexify.me/
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/oct/14/selfish-proof-ego-humans-inherently-good
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/oct/14/selfish-proof-ego-humans-inherently-good


Why is this relevant? 

I’ve experienced in my own family the impact of civil war. Civil war tips 
people against each other more quickly than any other kind of armed 
conflict. Why? Because a neighbour who may become your enemy will 
always know more about you than an enemy who more obviously is.

It’s an unleashed, unbound fear of the KNOWN that makes civil war even 
more horrifying than some more conventional conflicts.

KEEPING IT SIMPLE:

Building the
FEARless

CITIZEN

#NoFutureUkraines

http://complexify.me/


Why is this relevant? 

As a result of this auto-ethnographic (that is, lived) experience and others, it’s now my 
desire for us to generate together – across different industrial & technological sectors 
as well as academic specialisms of multiple natures – a series of:

• scoped and learned strategies 
• tools and platforms, and 
• weapons of a more subtle aspect than those we have become accustomed to …

… in order that the traditional building-blocks of Western democracy – citizens, their 
families, and their friends – may feel safe in becoming 100% fearless in their defence of 
the good people’s interests which 74% of us feel we already represent.

KEEPING IT SIMPLE:

Building the
FEARless

CITIZEN

#NoFutureUkraines

http://complexify.me/


Background to this Problem

People like Putin – he’s not the only one – have been beating Western and 
related leaders for generations, hands-down.

• They can strategise for decades, no real elections: P for permanence
• They can use physical violence, and the fear of it, to stay in power: F for 

force
• Their populations are then submissive to the extent that they go along 

with everything: C for common criminality
• These crime-riven communities mean ongoing and untraceable 

revenues for those in power: F for funding  
• Which in turn leads us back to the first in the list: P for permanence

KEEPING IT SIMPLE:

The PFCFP

loop

#NoFutureUkraines

http://complexify.me/


Background to this Problem

But what one thing really underlies The PFCFP loop?
• It’s MASS fear – that is, fear of the KNOWN.

And how is MASS fear of the KNOWN generated? Through the ability of the 
people in charge to:

1. Either see everything that people are doing; or
2. Give the impression – enough – that they might be.

This is how MASS fear of the KNOWN is generated: the only way. You’re 
either being watched – or just, simply, maybe you are.

KEEPING IT SIMPLE:

The PFCFP

loop

#NoFutureUkraines

http://complexify.me/


Our Solution being … Let’s Be Authoritarian, too!

People like ourselves have been trying to do similar things – we fight fire 
with fire. Though upfront, I have to say we don’t do it half as well.

• Our politicians and their parties strive to stay in power: P for power
• They use “police forces” not “services” (for example, in the UK during 

pandemic) to impose laws instead of getting citizens onboard: F for force
• Their populations then become more and more submissive and so anything 

goes: C for collusion, leading eventually to loopholes and shared criminality
• These loophole- and crime-riven communities mean ongoing and difficult-to-

trace revenues for those in power: F for funding
• Which in turn leads us back to the first in the list: P for power

KEEPING IT SIMPLE:

The PFCFP

loop

#NoFutureUkraines

http://complexify.me/


The Real Problem, then, is FEARFUL CITIZENS…

And this is where we’re losing out:
• In Putin’s Russia, there is no choice. You can’t choose to be onboard or 

not. You have to be. The citizens have been built to be FEARFUL CITIZENS

Yet we use very similar dynamics these days in the West and 
related to maintain order. We are – now – two steps from the 
deepest of authoritarian politics across Europe:
• Example: we no longer have an absolute and indivisible attachment to 

the concept of “innocent until proven guilty”
• How can we when “total surveillance” watches everyone, assuming their 

guilt, whether crime has ever touched their lives or not?

KEEPING IT SIMPLE:

The PFCFP

loop

#NoFutureUkraines

http://complexify.me/


The Real Problem, then, is FEARFUL CITIZENS…

And so, by not amplifying the difference between how we do 
things and how the Putins of the world deliver their horror, we 
become immensely lazy. In fact, we positively believe our tech 
partners when they assert “your money’s well-spent on our 
solutions”:

• If we have a comparable tech, we’re doing all we can – and everything 
else is “just life”

• If we have comparable numbers of soldiers and people directly 
involved in armed conflict, espionage and law-enforcement, we’re 
doing all we can – and everything else is “just life”

• And if our citizens live feeling unsafe, we assure them it’s “just life”

KEEPING IT SIMPLE:

The PFCFP

loop

#NoFutureUkraines

http://complexify.me/


The Real Problem, then, is FEARFUL CITIZENS…

To the extent that this is 
how we now live 
democracy … and now, 
perhaps all of us. 
Because this was 2008 in 
English-speaking 
countries: before 
pandemic, the Russian 
invasion of Ukraine, and 
a whole bunch of other 
things.

KEEPING IT SIMPLE:

The PFCFP

loop

#NoFutureUkraines

http://complexify.me/


KEEPING IT SIMPLE:

Building the
FEARless

CITIZEN

#NoFutureUkraines

The Solution: The A.I.M. Proposition 

More specifically …

• A for ACCESS: everyone becomes absolutely convinced 
that NO ONE can access their data in the context of 
crimefighting (and ALL related) until they choose to share 
it – because we create systems of information processing 
which make it literally impossible to do so …

I propose three strategies to ensure our citizens revert to being 
the democratically FEARless CITIZENS we all need us to be …

http://complexify.me/


KEEPING IT SIMPLE:

Building the
FEARless

CITIZEN

#NoFutureUkraines

More specifically …

• I for INNOCENCE: our systems will be increasingly designed 
from the ground up to ensure NO ONE is treated as being 
guilty until they are duly proven to be. And here I don’t 
just mean our legal codes, either: even more importantly, 
right now, I mean our software codes. Particularly our 
software codes: and in all contexts, not just defence, 
espionage & security, and law-enforcement …

The Solution: The A.I.M. Proposition 

http://complexify.me/


KEEPING IT SIMPLE:

Building the
FEARless

CITIZEN

#NoFutureUkraines

More specifically …

• M for MY RIGHTS: the respectful, fearless democratic 
citizen is built out of culture, not law. The rule of law only 
flourishes in a world where it fits the cultures of those 
found around such a rule. And the democratic citizen only 
becomes so when they sense, intuitively and impulsively, 
that all is good in the garden of law-making’s attachment 
to their culture …

The Solution: The A.I.M. Proposition 

http://complexify.me/
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So …

If we do find ourselves acting cruelly or unkindly – NOT being 
the 74% who identify with unselfish ways of being and 
delivering our work and play and homelife – perhaps we 
should ask the following question:

• What happened to make us like this? Despite our better 
intentions? Despite how we remember ourselves?

The Solution: The A.I.M. Proposition 

http://complexify.me/
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As a thinker and tech philosopher, I am interested – in a first instance – in 
simply repurposing existing tech to enhance, expand, upskill and deepen our 
own capacity as human beings to be human beings.

I want to create brand-new #secrecypositive #totalsurveillance-compliant 
thinking-spaces that maximise our capacity for a highly protected and therefore 
efficient intuition, arational thinking, high-level domain expertise, and gut-
feeling.

My name is Mil Williams. And I’d love to meet you …

More on my personal interest in building the 
newly, democratically FEARless CITIZEN …

Two relevant online whitepapers:

• www.secrecy.plus/why |a paper 
explaining some of the 
background to the West’s decline 
in thinking creatively when 
fighting toxic nonconformism 
such as the kinds Putin’s Russia 
manifests

• www.sverige2.earth/ | a new way 
of building and delivering the 
happiest clever societies to the 
planet earth

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mil-williams
http://complexify.me/
https://www.secrecy.plus/why
https://www.sverige2.earth/
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